press release

eldoLED Introduces LightShape for Smart Dynamic White Lighting
EINDHOVEN, April 26, 2016 – At LIGHTFAIR International 2016 in San Diego, CA eldoLED will be
introducing LightShape technology, their newest product innovation. LightShape simplifies how
dynamic white light systems are designed and controlled. It also eliminates the need for dedicated,
programmable controls by embedding the colour tuning intelligence into the driver and using industry
standard control (0-10VDC and DALI) to provide a simple interface to CCT selection and intensity.
As a feature update on existing eldoLED drivers, LightShape allows fixture designers to easily set-up
and fine tune the driver and LED module for dynamic white lighting. Using eldoLED’s software
application all the colour tuning parameters are set on the driver. The installation can be simplified to a
dual slider to set colour temperature and intensity for tunable white or a single slider for warm
dimming.
“LightShape not only simplifies how OEMs develop dynamic white light solutions but also allows them
to easily integrate these systems with standard industry controls,” said Chad Stalker, Vice President
OEM Sales. “This eliminates the additional effort that designers and contractors typically go through to
validate the compatibility between the dynamic white light luminaires and the specialized controllers
typically used.”
LightShape is available to OEM customers on SOLOdrive and DUALdrive LED drivers starting in May.
eldoLED is at booth #3117 at LIGHTFAIR International
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About eldoLED
eldoLED is a world leader in the design and manufacture of intelligent drive solutions for LED based
lighting systems. Our technologies empower our customers to deliver the promise of LED lighting:
smarter, sleeker and more efficient systems to meet the needs of an ever more energy conscious
world.
About Acuity Brands
Acuity Brands, Inc. (NYSE: AYI) is a North American market leader and one of the world’s leading
providers of indoor and outdoor lighting and energy management solutions. With fiscal year 2015 net
sales of $2.7 billion, Acuity Brands currently employs approximately 9,000 associates and is
headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia with operations throughout North America, and in Europe and Asia.
The Company’s products and solutions are sold under various brands, including Lithonia Lighting®,
Holophane®, Peerless®, Gotham®, Mark Architectural Lighting™, Winona® Lighting, Juno®, Indy™,
AccuLite®, Aculux™, NaviLite® and DanaLite, Healthcare Lighting®, Hydrel®, American Electric
Lighting®, Carandini®, Antique Street Lamps™, Sunoptics®, RELOC® Wiring Solutions, eldoLED®,
Distech Controls® and Acuity Controls™.

